
The different options available in FlameinSound
What for and how to use these options

A step by step history of the releases and functions
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FlameinSound was originally designed to create binaural audio waves  
helping to relax (Brain Alpha State)  

helping the access to altered states of consciousness (bliss state). 

The first release of FlameinSound was designed to drive

audio over-ear headphones bone conducting headphones

And visualise  
the impact  

of the generated waves  
on your heart

thanks to 
Bluetooth sensors

3 audio sound waves options for headphones

All sound cascades linked to dan Winter Equation 
All binaural beats linked to cranio-sacral rhythms



stereo over-ear headphones 
Wired with 3.5 Audio Jack 

bone conducting headphones 
Wired with 3.5 Audio Jack 

can be directly connected to 3.5 audio jack present in old iPhones/iPads 

On more recent iPhones/iPads, you will need to use  

USB-C  
to Jack converter 

Lightning  
to Jack converter 

If you want to connect 
a wireless bluetooth headphone, 

you have to select and connect this headphone 
in the main bluetooth settings 

of your iPhone/iPad

The volume is always defined by using the volume buttons on the sides of your iPhone/iPad

audio sound waves options  
for headphones

NEVER USE

option
with headphones



DO NOT use headphones sounds (chakras etc) 
 with Coil & Plasma transducers

The latest release of FlameinSound  
was designed to enter in resonance  

with different parts of the body (chakras) 

by driving 

vibrating transducers (phivibes.com), 
coil transducers (piezophire.com), 

piezo transducers (piezophire.com), 
plasma balls (plasmaphire.com) 

Quantaphi (theraphi.net/quantaphi/)

using option

http://phivibes.com
http://piezophire.com
http://piezophire.com
http://plasmaphire.com


can be directly connected to 3.5 audio jack present in old iPhones/iPads 

On more recent iPhones/iPads, you will need to use  

USB-C  
to Jack converter 

Lightning  
to Jack converter 

50% volume is fine when you place the devices on the body. The weaker the signal, the greater the effect !!! 
The body is used to communicate and receive informations at extremely low amplitudes (this is the case of the Schumann frequency).
This is why small Piezo speakers manage to interact with the body, even at a completely inaudible volume level. The same goes for mini Tesla coils.

If you are using shungite spheres to spread frequencies in a room, you can place the volume at max.

If you want to use a bluetooth receiver, 
you have to select and connect this receiver 

in the main bluetooth settings of your iPhone/iPad

The volume is always defined by using the volume buttons on the sides of your iPhone/iPad

PiezoPhire


